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Summary of main issues 

1. A recommendation of Executive Board in February was for the Communities and 
Environment Scrutiny Board to review the content of the report submitted on the long 
term strategic partnership with Leeds Credit Union (LCU).1  

2. LCU is a key partner in assisting the Council to tackle poverty and ensure Leeds 
residents can access affordable locally based financial services. The successful and 
sustainable partnership based approach which has fostered the development of 
innovative and customer based products and services, has enabled the credit union 
to increase both membership and loans over the last 10 years.  

3. Despite the challenging financial climate for credit unions, LCU has continued to 
increase the number of loans distributed, predominately in the most economically 
deprived communities in Leeds.  

4. Executive Board agreed financial support measures that will have the effect, over the 
next six years, of consolidating the capital ratio requirements set down by the credit 
unions regulator the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA). 

                                            
1 http://democracy.leeds.gov.uk/documents/s184682/Credit%20Union%20Report%20040219.pdf 

Report author: Dave Roberts 

Tel: 378 9218 



5. With the continued support of the Council, LCU has ambitions to grow their 
membership base and provide genuine alternatives to the high cost credit sector.  

Recommendations 

The Scrutiny Board is asked to: 

 Note and welcome the significant progress made and projects developed through the 
partnership work between the Council and Leeds Credit Union which has helped in the 
delivery of the Council’s strategic objectives on financial inclusion and poverty 
alleviation. 

 Make recommendations as deemed appropriate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. Purpose of this report 

1.1 Members of Executive Board received a report on 13 February outlining the long 
term strategic partnership with LCU.  The report is attached as an appendix. 

1.2 In addition to the consideration given to the report by the Executive Board it was 
agreed to ask the appropriate Scrutiny Board to review the contents of the 
Executive Board report (appendix 1) and any related financial information regarding 
LCU. 

2. Background information 

2.1  LCU has its origins as a City Council credit union, open to membership for all City 
Council employees and their families in 1987.  Since that time, through changes to 
the common bond (the area under which individuals are eligible for membership) 
and mergers with other community based credit unions, LCU came about, in its 
current form, around the year 2000.  It is now one of the largest “live and work” city 
based credit unions in the UK.  Membership is open to anyone who lives or works in 
the Leeds Metropolitan District and their families but LCU also serves communities 
in some surrounding districts.   

2.2 Following the launch of the Leeds Financial Inclusion Strategy in 2005 a programme 
of branch expansion was initiated with the aim of providing credit union facilities in 
council One Stop Centres and Housing Offices.  LCU now has six full service cash 
branches and 11 information points/surgeries. At the end of 2018 the footfall of all 
branches reached over 40,000. Staff took in approximately 1,300 loan applications. 
The busiest day (21 December) saw footfall of 1,200 in the City branch, and 
£215,000 in cash transactions. LCU is a member of the City Council’s Financial 
Inclusion Steering Group and works alongside other partners on many initiatives 
across the city which are listed below. 

2.3 Initiatives developed in more recent years are: 

 Homeware specialists Own Comforts work in partnership with LCU to provide a 

variety of high quality household products, with a credit union loan to pay for 

them. With the belief that everyone deserves to have quality household products 

and to deter people away from hire purchase, high-cost payment stores. 

 Exclusive loan rates offered to members who save via the Payroll Deduction 

Scheme such as Leeds City Council staff. LCU currently work with over 40 

partners who are offered this service and continue to build upon these 

relationships. 

 Leeds City Council’s HR service are working with LCU to promote services to 

staff. This work was initiated after comments in the staff survey from a significant 

number of Council staff that money worries were an issue for them. 

 There are now over 30 school saving clubs across Leeds.  Each pupil entering 

Key Stage 2 will be given £10 contribution when opening a CU account and 

establishing a school savings club.  It is hoped that parents will also become 

engaged and join the CU.   

 Housing Leeds continue to work with LCU to deliver a citywide Money 

Management and Budgeting Service (MABS). The service is primarily focused at 

housing tenants who are in arrears and struggling to pay their rent due to low 

incomes or poor money management. The support service is delivered by three 



LCU staff members and aims to provide timely intervention to avoid court 

proceedings.  

 The bill paying account is designed to help customers pay bills and is particularly 
helpful for Universal Credit payments  - once agreed outgoings are met, the 
surplus cash in the account can be withdrawn 

 LCU are working in partnership with the Illegal Money Lending Team (IMLT) and 
Leeds City Council to raise awareness of the dangers of borrowing from illegal 
money lenders, more commonly known as loan sharks. A number of initiatives 
are using Proceeds of Crime money, confiscated from convicted loan sharks, to 
sponsor new projects including: 

o With Housing Leeds tenants, in the months leading up to Christmas 2018 
who saved regularly were awarded a £25 savings boost straight into their 
account before Christmas. 

o Street Savers Project - The aim is to get children out of the house and be 
more active by taking part in various sports clubs. When joining a club, 
the children can then start to save into a Young Saver account with LCU. 

o LCU loan guarantee scheme – With £50,000 from Proceeds of Crime 
funding, this money acted as a buffer for bad debt provision and enabled 
LCU to make loans that they would otherwise have turned down.  This 
scheme was very successful in Leeds and the bad debt was only 8% - 
this was expected to be much higher.  This pilot may now be extended 

 
2.4 Recently the City Council and LCU hosted a visit from the End High Cost Credit 

Alliance.  The alliance was founded in 2017 by actor and activist Michael Sheen 
who visited the city in March 2019 along with campaign sponsor the Daily Mirror.  
Following the visit the Alliance named Leeds as the first “Fair Credit for All City” in 
the UK. 

3. Main issues 

3.1 In April 2009 the Council provided LCU with a loan of £2m.  This loan was originally 
due to be repaid in April 2019 but was rescheduled in April 2016 and became 
repayable in April 2026.  Interest was payable at 6.92% over the life of the loan with 
the Council discounting the amount of interest payable for the first three years of the 
loan, resulting in an effective interest rate of 4.16% for that period.  The capital 
amount outstanding on the loan is now £1.19M. Full details were provided in the 
February 2019 Executive Board report at paragraph 3.6 and all paragraphs in 
section 4 – attached as an appendix. 

3.2 Current Financial Background 

The climate for credit unions is challenging. There were nine credit union failures in 
2018 and a further 11 mergers. There are now 20% fewer credit unions across the 
UK than five years ago. Credit unions across England reported a decrease of 72% 
in profits in quarter 3 of 2018 (Bank of England statistics).  Many credit unions have 
reported higher than expected bad debt levels which has increased pressure on 
their finances.  Credit unions have to meet certain capital and liquidity requirements, 
as set by the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA).  Many CUs across the UK are 
struggling to meet their required capital ratios, which indicates a further challenge 
for the sector in the near future. 

3.3 One consequence of the demise of many payday lenders, including Wonga, is that 
more people with poor credit histories may be applying for credit union loans (and to 
other lenders). This results in a lower acceptance rate, but the credit union has to 



incur the additional cost of processing the applications. Conversely, there is some 
good news for CUs. Despite the reduction in number of CUs, overall membership 
and deposits are up across the UK, and loan applications have increased. 

3.4 As a result of the national financial climate, LCU suffered a sharp upturn in bad 
debts in 2017 rising to 6% (over £0.5M in bad debt), and since then has taken 
corrective action. This led to a stricter lending policy, which has significantly 
reduced bad debts in the past two years which is now around 4%. However, an 
expected consequence has been that LCU made fewer loans in 2018 than in 2017. 
More recently, and following online marketing, LCU has experienced increased 
applications, and in 2019 to date (Jan-April), loans disbursed are up 19% on 2018. 

3.5 LCUs lending is predominantly to households in the most deprived communities in 
Leeds. The loan book contains approximately £5m lent to these households in 
Leeds, and it is estimated that this provides over £3.3m of annual savings to 
households in the most deprived communities in Leeds (being the difference in 
the interest rates they would have paid to a doorstep lender such as Provident 
Financial – the saving would be considerably more compared to payday lenders). 

3.6 Despite these achievements, the outlook for LCU remains challenging. There have 
been some unavoidable cost increases as LCU has had to improve its banking and 
IT in order to serve its members. LCU is committed to being a living wage employer, 
and recent increases to this measure have also increased LCUs costs.  

3.7 LCU’s capital ratio as at April 2019 (12%) is well ahead of the PRA requirement of 
10%.  However, the subordinated loan is a large element of LCU’s capital. Without 
the loan, LCU’s current capital ratio would be 6%. The proposals set out in the 
Executive Board report are designed to protect LCU’s capital position. This ensures 
LCU’s longer term ability to continue providing low cost loans to Leeds households, 
providing the significant savings to those households which has been set out above. 

3.8 Future Direction and Initiatives 

The Council and LCU have developed a number of innovative projects over the 
years and one example was the establishment of the ‘Loan Shop’ brand including 
opening such a shop in the Merrion Centre in Leeds. A review of this project was 
undertaken following the announcement that ‘Brighthouse’ would be closing its shop 
in the Merrion Centre. It was decided jointly by the Council and LCU that there had 
been a change in the market perceptions of the money shop type of venture (partly 
due to the campaigns around the country, and here in Leeds, to alert people to the 
problems associated with high cost lenders). It was decided to discontinue this 
venture and redirect resources in other more productive directions. 

3.9 It was agreed to explore a number of additional initiatives. A prominent marketing 
campaign to expand the awareness and increase membership of LCU will be 
instigated. The latest Financial Exclusion research reported a significant 
improvement in the awareness of the credit union over the past decade and this 
demonstrates that the investments by the Council and the credit union has made 
progress. However, the impact of LCU in the Leeds financial services industry is still 
low relative to the industry’s main players. 

3.10 LCU are now in the process of procuring the services of a marketing agent which 
would provide better creative ability to promote LCU and expand its reach in 
communities and expand into new areas.  The campaign will have a particular focus 
on social media and on-line advertising.  Currently, 60% of LCU loan applications 
are from on-line sources and of these about 60% are from mobile devices - mobile 
phones and tablets. 



3.11 LCU are currently undertaking a significant renewal of IT systems and functionality. 
This will improve processes and minimise the time spent on back office duties and 
enable LCU staff to focus on providing an improved service to members and also 
focus on increasing membership and lending.   

3.12 A further development is a possible alternative kind of pre-payment card which 
more closely mirrors the features of a ‘normal’ debit card and could be introduced 
alongside LCU’s project to improve its IT and ‘back office’ provision mentioned 
above. Currently LCU have a pre-paid card but a drawback of the current card is 
that member’s money is withdrawn fully from the members credit union account and 
resides on the card (in reality the money resides in the account of the card 
provider). With the alternative kind of card, the cash is only withdrawn from the 
members account on the point of purchase (or withdrawal at an ATM). In effect the 
card acts in what could be described as a ‘money tunnel’ between the members 
account and the seller (or ATM). 

3.13 The bad debt underwriting fund mentioned earlier in the report was very successful 
and consideration is being given to a future extension of this scheme. 

3.14 Building on its range of existing work in the community LCU are looking at the 
possibility of setting up local credit union advisory committees or Boards, led by the 
Council’s Communities Service and involving stakeholders from local community 
groups and partners. Linking in with Elected Members, school Governors and other 
community leaders to try to promote existing schemes, such as school savings 
clubs and in addition to generate ideas for new community initiatives. 

4.  Corporate considerations 

4.1 Consultation and engagement 

4.1.1 There is no consultation being carried out in direct relation to this report. 

4.2 Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration 

4.2.1 A key focus of the partnership work outlined above has been to support people 
suffering hardship, poverty and inequality, and therefore issues of equality, 
diversity, cohesion and integration are key aspects of this work. The projects and 
initiatives outlined in the report are central to the council’s financial inclusion 
strategy, which has been subject to a detailed Equality Impact Assessment that has 
been presented to the Executive Board previously.   

4.3 Council policies and best council plan 

4.3.1 The work of the Financial Inclusion team plays a key role in achieving the Council’s 
ambition to build a compassionate city and tackling poverty and reducing 
inequalities. The overarching aim of the Best Council Plan is ‘Tackling Poverty and 
Reducing Inequalities’.  The activities set out in this report support the Best City 
Priority of Safe, Strong Communities through: 

 Keeping people safe from harm, protecting the most vulnerable. 

 Helping people out of financial hardship. 

 Tackling crime and anti-social behaviour. 

 Being responsive to local needs, building thriving, resilient communities. 



 Promoting community respect and resilience. 

4.4 Resources and value for money 

4.4.1 The headlines from the accounts ending 30/9/17 show a surplus for the year of 
£105k.  This is less than forecast as bad debts deteriorated in the first half of 2017 
reflecting the general weight of economic pressures on members and their families; 
other similar community credit unions have also reported a deterioration.  The 
review did not highlight any underlying weakness but notes that a modest surplus 
relative to turnover means that there are pressures on costs, the ability to invest 
and the capital ratio (reserves).   

4.4.2 The reforecast central cashflow projection is for losses in the next 4 years after 
which profitability returns in 2022, however at this point the capital ratio falls below 
the minimum requirement of 10%.  

4.4.3 A review of the operating cash flow was undertaken outlining two scenarios 
reflecting current forecast current trading conditions and one with the award of a 
grant.  The provision of the grant enables the credit union to extend the number of 
loans made which are forecast to deliver higher profits after the assumptions on 
greater defaults are incorporated.  

4.4.4 The assumptions tested are as follows: 

 Stronger loan book growth of 10% reducing to longer term rates of 2% in 
2023.  The base case assumes 2% growth with no grant.  The grant 
allows greater lending, leading to stronger growth. 

 Gross loan return 21% against the current return of 22% 

 Bad debt charge increased to 6% in 2020 and thereafter reduces by 
0.5% per annum to a level of 3.5% against the current of 3.0%.  This 
increase reflects that there will be more loans with an expected higher 
default rate.  However, the additional lending returns greater profitability 
net of higher default rates. If the default was left at 6% the model forecast 
profitability is achieved a year later in 2022.  Default rates would have to 
hit 8.5% before sustained losses are incurrent.  This is against the actual 
default rate of 5% in 2017.   

 Inflation and salary increase assumed at 2% and 1 % respectively. If 
both these were increased to 3% the forecast model indicated profitability 
is delayed by one year to 2022. 

 The number of branches remains the same at 6 

 Average dividend maintained at 0.25% 

 Profitability is forecast to improve with the grant with a return to profit in 
2021 and a forecast improved profitability of £1.6m over the 7 years to 
2026. 

 Capital ratio is forecast to improve significantly but without the grant 
would fall below the required level in 2022. 

4.4.5 The provision of the LCU grant provides greater financial resilience where LCU can 
increase their loan book, achieve greater profitability and in turn be in a stronger 
position to continue to meet their loan obligations.  The sensitivity analysis has 
tested various scenarios and indicated that LCU will have greater financial strength 



and sustainability where profitability and capital requirements are increased.  This 
will create the right conditions for the LCU to operate in the future without the 
support of the Council.  

4.5 Legal implications, access to information, and call-in 

4.5.1 There are no specific legal implications or access to information issues with this 
report. The legal issues relating to the matters which are being reported have been 
covered fully in the attached Executive Board report. 

4.6 Risk management 

4.6.1 Risk management associated with matters pertaining to this report have been 
detailed in the attached Executive Board report and previous reports to the Councils 
Executive Board. 

5. Conclusions 

5.1 Leeds Credit Union is a key partner in helping the council to tackle poverty and 
ensure Leeds residents can access affordable locally based financial services. 
Successful and sustainable partnership work with the Council has meant that the 
credit union has been able to increase both membership and loans over the last ten 
years, through developing innovative and customer based products and services. 

5.2 Despite the challenging financial climate for credit unions, LCU has continued to 
increase the number of loans distributed, predominately in the most deprived 
communities in Leeds.  

5.3 With the continued support of the Council, LCU has ambitions to grow their 
membership base and provide genuine alternatives to the high cost credit sector.  

6. Recommendations 

The Scrutiny Board is asked to: 

6.1 Note and welcome the significant progress made and projects developed through 
the partnership work between the Council and Leeds Credit Union which has helped 
in the delivery of the Council’s strategic objectives on financial inclusion and poverty 
alleviation.  

6.2 Make recommendations as deemed appropriate 

7. Background documents2  

7.1 None 

                                            
2 The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the Council’s website, 
unless they contain confidential or exempt information.  The list of background documents does not include 
published works. 


